F-Bomb Stuffie
Pattern by Lizz Jelsma

Materials Used:
G or 4.25 MM Hook
1 Ball Black Worsted Weight Yarn
1 Ball White Worsted Weight Yarn
1 Ball Red Worsted Weight Yarn
Stitch Marker (to mark ends of rounds if
needed)
Fiberfill
Tapestry Needle
Stitches Used:
CH - Chain
SC - Single Crochet
INC - Single Crochet Increase
DEC - Single Crochet Decrease
SLST - Slip Stitch
Notes:
Approximate finished size is 2.5”x3”
To make smaller or larger try varying the hook size and yarn weight. You will want a
stitch that does not let fiberfill come through.
Body of Bomb In Black
Row 1: Create a magic circle and SC 6 into the circle then pull tight. You may also use a
CH2 and 6 SC into the first chain then pull tight. Do not join. (6)
Row 2: INC 6 (12)
Row 3: *SC, INC* 6 times (18)
Row 4: *SC 2, INC* 6 times (24)
Row 5: *SC 3, INC* 6 times (30)
Row 6-10: SC 30 (30)
Row 11: *DEC, SC 3* 6 times (24)
Row 12: *DEC, SC 2* 6 times (18)

Fill with fiberfill now.
Row 13: *DEC, SC* 6 times (12)
Row 14: DEC 6, Finish off leaving a long tail for sewing, stuff with fiberfill, then weave
tail through the remaining stitches and pull tight to close. Leave remaining tail for
sewing.
Neck of Bomb in Black
Row 1: Create a magic circle and SC 6 into the circle then pull tight. You may also use a
CH2 and 6 SC into the first chain then pull tight. Join to first stitch with a SLST. (6)
Row 2: SC in back loop of same stitch you joined in; SC 5 in back loops only. Join to
first stitch of this row and finish off leaving a long tail for sewing. (6)
Fuse In White
CH 6, SLST in second chain from hook and in remaining chains. Finish off leaving a tail
for tieing.
Letter F In Red
CH 8, SLST in second chain from hook and next two chains, CH 8, SLST in second
chain from hook and next three chains, two SLST in the next chain, SLST in remaining
chains to the beginning and finish off leaving a long tail for sewing.
Assembly
Pull the two strings from the fuse through the top of the neck for the bomb on either side
of the magic circle and tie together on the underside.
Attach the neck to the top of the bomb.
Attach the F to the front center of the bomb (whichever side you think looks best).

